Who we are …
A complete solution from power delivery to the customer API: That is how we understand
Cloud Engineering at iNNOVO Cloud! With more than five years of experience designing,
building and running data centers and cloud solutions from VMWare to Kubernetes, iNNOVO
offers a unique opportunity to build the Cloud yourself, rather than just using it.
We serve our clients from offices in Eschborn and Berlin and always strive to excel at what
we do. We do not blindly follow fashionable tech trends, but develop infrastructure
solutions with our customers according to their needs.
And for that, we're looking for another Software Engineer!

We are looking for

Software Engineer (m/f)
This is what we expect candidates to offer:







You have experience and knowledge in software development.
You have real world experience with Python, ideally Python 3.
You have worked with Linux and are comfortable on the command line.
You have previous experience with Containers and/or Docker.
You are also interested in the security of the systems you are building.
You're interested in learning and using new technologies.

www.innovo-cloud.de

iNNOVO Cloud GmbH
Düsseldorfer Str. 40a
65760 Eschborn

Here’s what the team does:




Development and maintenance of inhouse software producs such as billing,
inventory management, monitoring, dashboards, customer management database,
etc.
Upstraming of patches for Open Source Software we use (for example, OpenStack,
Kubernetes, netbox, Prometheus, etc.).

These tasks are done in an environment that thrives on team work, knows that learning and
teaching is part of the day-to-day work, works in the best interests of our customers and the
company, and where we realise that sometimes it‘s best to disregard past planning in the
face of a fast moving environment.
This position is open in Berlin, Eschborn, or remote. Let's talk!

We also offer you:





Further education, conferences and frequent workshops
Beverages, Coffee, Fruit and Snacks
A relaxed work atmosphere
Flexible workingtimes

Are you interested? Please send your CV, your preferred start date and your salary
requirements to: jobs@innovo-cloud.de
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